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This book offers a true enterprise view of business intelligence. IBM expert Mike Biere shows managers how to create a coherent BI plan that reflects the needs of users throughout the organization-and then implement that plan successfully. Biere explains how to objectively assess the business case for BI, and identifies proven solutions for the obstacles that lead many BI projects to fail. Coverage includes: 

	
    Setting appropriate expectations and goals for your BI project 

    
	
    Understanding how the key components of a complete BI solution fit together 

    
	
    Designing effective BI solutions-including content management, handling unstructured data, and end-user segmentation 

    
	
    Providing effective support for BI end users 

    
	
    Introducing Corporate Performance Management (CPM): an executive's view of BI 

    
	
    Previewing tomorrow's "next wave" in BI solutions 

    
	
    Comprehensive checklists for planning your BI project 
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Fuzzy Logic and Probability Applications: A Practical GuideSIAM, 2002

	Probability theory and fuzzy logic are the principal components of an array of methodologies
	for dealing with problems in which uncertainty and imprecision play important roles.
	In relation to probability theory, fuzzy logic is a new kid on the block. As such, it has been
	and continues to be, though to a lesser degree, an object of...
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Parallel and Distributed Logic Programming: Towards the Design of a Framework for the Next Generation Database MachinesSpringer, 2006
Foundation of logic historically dates back to the times of Aristotle, who pioneered the concept of truth/falsehood paradigm in reasoning. Mathematical logic of propositions and predicates, which are based on the classical models of Aristotle, underwent a dramatic evolution during the last 50 years for its increasing applications in automated...
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File System Forensic AnalysisAddison Wesley, 2005
The Definitive Guide to File System Analysis: Key Concepts and Hands-on  Techniques Most digital evidence is stored within the computer's file system,  but understanding how file systems work is one of the most technically  challenging concepts for a digital investigator because there exists little  documentation. Now, security expert Brian Carrier...
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Radiology Sourcebook: A Practical Guide for Reference and TrainingHumana Press, 2002

	Douglas P. Beall, MD, summarizes the early experiences of established clinicians to create a compendium of everything you need to know during your formative years in radiology. Written for radiology residents and fellows and newly minted radiologists, the Radiology Sourcebook provides vital professional information and sound guidance on such...
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Clinical Uncertainty in Primary Care: The Challenge of Collaborative EngagementSpringer, 2013

	The Power of Colleagues


	What happens when primary care clinicians meet together on set aside time in their practice settings to talk about their own patients?  


	.....Complimenting quality metrics or performance measures through discussing the actual stories of individual patients and their...
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TcL Scripting for Cisco IOS (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2010

	A guide to building and modifying Tcl scripts to automate network administration tasks


	 


	Streamline Cisco network administration and save time with Tcl scripting


	Cisco networking professionals are under relentless pressure to...
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